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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to examine individual- and classroom-level differences in the longitudinal change in motivational regulations during physical education students’ transition from elementary (Grade 6) across middle school (Grades 7 to 9). A sample of 757 Finnish adolescents (M = 12.71, SD = 0.23) participated in this study. Participants of the study responded to questionnaires collected six times. A multilevel latent growth modelling approach was used to analyze the data. Results showed that motivational regulations in physical education developed at different rates during middle school. More specifically, students’ (a) identified regulation increased across Grades 6 to 9; (b) amotivation increased during middle school transition from Grade 6 to 7; and (c) introjected regulation declined from Grade 8 to 9. Other motivational regulations remained stable across time. The changes in amotivation and introjected regulation were largely due to individual factors, whereas the changes in identified regulation were due to environmental factors.
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Introduction
Physical inactivity is one of the most important reasons for increased obesity worldwide (Finucane et al., 2011). Although physical inactive lifestyle induces a serious health threat to individuals (Warburton et al., 2006) and it has shown to place a staggering cost on global economy (Finkelstein et al., 2009), young people in many developed countries are less physically active and more overweight and obese than before (Currie et al., 2008). To address the obesity epidemic, scholars and institutions have advocated schools and evidence-based school physical education (PE) programs to promote public health (Institute of Medicine; 2012; Sallis et al., 2012). School PE can introduce students to a wide range of meaningful activity (PA) participation. However, evidence exist that adolescents’ motivation towards PE declines across middle school years (Ntoumanis et al., 2009) and this trend parallels with age-related declines in PA participation (Currie et al., 2008). Such decreases are problematic, given that positive experiences in school PE have been shown to be related to leisure-time PA participation (Hagger et al., 2005). Thus, grounded in self-determination theory (SDT; Deci and Ryan, 1985), the purpose of the current study was to examine the longitudinal change in the motivational regulations among PE students across Finnish comprehensive school grades 6 to 9.

The study theoretical framework is based on the SDT, which is a macro-theory consisting of five mini theories to understand and explain complex interaction among social environment, motivation and behavior (Deci and Ryan, 1985; 2000). One of the key concepts of the SDT is perceived locus of causality (PLOC) that reflects individual’s quality of motivation toward specific behavior in a specific context (Ryan and Connell, 1989). PLOC describes a person's perception of whether the origin of their reasons for engaging in a behavior is internal (done willingly and out of free choice) or external (done because they are compelled or required to do so, either by external pressure from others or because of self-imposed pressures).

According to the SDT, motivational regulations exist as a continuum ranging from amotivation through four different types of extrinsic regulations (external regulation, introjected regulation, identified regulation and integrated regulation) to intrinsic motivation (Deci and Ryan, 2000; Deci et al., 2013). The theory suggests that the level of internalization, or autonomy, increases towards the intrinsic motivation end of the continuum (Deci and Ryan, 2000; Deci et al., 2013). Intrinsic motivation represents the most internalized regulation, and it refers to engaging in an activity because of the pleasure and satisfaction derived from participation (Deci and Ryan, 2000). Integrated regulation is the most internalized form of extrinsic regulation. It involves the identification of the importance of behaviors, but also integrates those identifications with other aspects of the self. Integrated regulations exist when people have fully accepted the identified behaviors by bringing them into harmony or coherence with other aspects of their goals and values (Deci and Ryan, 2000). Identified regulation is the next regulation towards intrinsic motivation end in the continuum and it occurs when the individual has recognized and accepted the underlying behavior of values or goals (Deci and Ryan, 2000). Introjected regulation is a form extrinsic regulation, which is influenced by esteem-based pressures to act, such as avoidance of guilt and shame or concerns about self- and other approval (Deci and Ryan, 2000). External regulation represents the purest form of extrinsic motivation, and it is occurring if an activity is done because of external factors like rewards, constraints or fear.
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of punishments (Deci and Ryan, 2000). Finally, amotivation is defined as a state in which people lack the intention to behave and thus lack motivation (Deci and Ryan, 2000). Amotivated individuals typically perceive feelings of incompetence, expectancies of uncontrollability and perform activities without purpose.

SDT suggests that more internalized forms of regulations are related to adaptive cognitive, affective and behavioral responses, whereas less internalized forms of regulations correlate with maladaptive consequences (Deci and Ryan, 2000). Research has supported these premises indicating that internalized regulations (intrinsic motivation and identified regulation) in PE positively correlate with adolescents’ PA engagement in PE (Jaakkola et al., 2008; Lonsdale et al., 2009), leisure-time PA (Chatzisarantis and Hagger, 2009), and intention to be physically active in leisure-time (Hagger et al., 2003; Ntoumanis, 2001; Standage et al., 2003). In contrast, in the same studies external regulations (amotivation, external and introjected regulation) have typically been shown to have zero correlation or associate negatively with PA outcomes.

Organismic integration theory (OIT) is one of the mini theories within SDT. According to OIT, internalization is “an active, natural process in which individuals attempt to transform socially sanctioned mores or requests into personally endorsed values and self-regulations” (Deci and Ryan, 2000, 235-236). Through internalization people actively attempt to transform an extrinsic motive into personally endorsed values and, thus, assimilate with behavioral regulations that were originally external (Ryan, 1995). Deci and Ryan (2000) also suggested that internalization has natural developmental tendency. The central tenet of the OIT is that social context can enhance or forestall internalization of motivational regulations (Deci and Ryan, 2000). Internalization will happen if psychological environment of an individual satisfies one’s psychological needs to be autonomous, competent and to feel relatedness (Deci and Ryan, 2000). Research has shown that in conditions where needs are satisfied, previously external regulation of behaviours have changed to more internal forms of regulations. These findings have been found especially in the context of education (e.g., Grolnick et al., 1991; Williams and Deci, 1996). Although the process of internalization plays an important role in SDT, there is yet to be conclusive empirical evidence on how regulations of behavior change over time.

To our knowledge only two previous studies have specifically examined the changes in students’ motivational regulations. Digelidis and Papaioannou (1999) found in a study on Greek students (n = 674) that senior high school students had lower intrinsic motivation than middle school and elementary school students. This study, however, was not longitudinal but comparing three cross-sectional samples. Recently, utilizing a sophisticated multilevel regression analysis strategy, Ntoumanis et al. (2009) investigated a change in 13 to 15 years old Greek students’ motivational regulations (n = 453) across three middle school years. Testing linear, quadratic, and cubic growth trajectories, they found that levels of intrinsic motivation and identified regulation decreased linearly over time. Subsequently, amotivation increased linearly across middle school years, whereas other forms of regulation remained stable.

Although Ntoumanis et al. (2009) examined the change in motivational regulations in PE across middle school years, the study did not address the middle school transition, during which the deepest declines in student motivation towards different school subjects have been reported (Eccles et al., 1989; Wigfield et al., 1991; 2006). Furthermore, by utilizing advanced statistical methodologies this study was able to examine, not only the individual change in student motivational regulations, but the classroom effect. Specifically, this study applied a multilevel latent growth modelling (multilevel LGM) in which a) the shape of each student’s individual growth trajectory was estimated; b) the inter-individual change was examined (the examination on whether a growth trajectory between individuals differ across time); and c) the differences of students within each class was compared to students in other classes. The multilevel LGM approach is highly important because it allows an examination whether changes in students’ motivational regulations in PE are due to individual reasons or due to the classroom membership. This study addressed these shortcomings and, thus, provided advanced examination on the change of adolescents’ PE motivation.

The aim of the study was to examine changes in adolescents’ motivational regulations towards PE during middle school transition from elementary school (Grade 6) across middle school (Grades 7 to 9). A multilevel LGM approach was used that estimates the initial levels of the change trajectories of the studied variables (Intercept) and a linear, quadratic, and cubic growth over time in these trajectories (Slope, Quadratic, and Cubic factors) and separately considers average levels in these trajectories estimated on the full sample from the inter-individual variability around these average levels (Duncan et al., 1999). In addition, multilevel LGM approach acknowledges the possible hierarchy of the data by estimating individual-level (within-subject) and between-level (between-subject) covariance matrices. Based on the previous evidence (Ntoumanis et al., 2009), we hypothesized adolescents’ intrinsic motivation and identified regulation to decrease, identified, introjected, and external regulations to be stable, and amotivation to increase across time. In addition, based on the study findings in the area of academic motivation and sports we expected the most marked changes in students’ motivational regulations in PE to occur during the middle school transition (Eccles et al., 1989; Wigfield et al., 1991).

**Methods**

**Participants and procedure**

The study sample comprising 757 adolescents [356 girls, 401 boys; 12 to 13 years old (M =12.31, SD = 0.22) at the beginning of the study] from one midsize town, enrolled in 17 elementary and eight urban middle schools, were followed from Grade 6 to 9. Before the initiation of the study, the research protocol was approved by the ethical
committee of the local university. In addition, parental consents and students assents were obtained prior to data collection. First, out of the total 663 invited 6th grade students 597 volunteered to participate in the study. During the study, 17 students moved away from the school district, thus, their data were omitted from the final data set. Second, in the beginning of the Grade 7 additional 512 students were invited to participate in the study. Out of 512 invited students, 232 students provided necessary documents and volunteered to participate. Thus, the original sample consisted of 812 adolescents (392 girls, 420 boys; M = 12.31, SD = 0.22). The participants’ responded to questionnaires six times: April 2007 at Grade 6 (Time 0, n = 580), October 2007 at Grade 7 (Time 1, n = 801), April 2008 at Grade 7 (Time 2, n = 801), October 2008 at Grade 8 (Time 3 n = 792), April 2009 at Grade 8 (Time 4, n = 801), and October 2009 at Grade 9 (Time 5, n = 766). After data collection, one special education middle school was omitted from the study. This school had a special PE curriculum with special teaching arrangement and it did not represent a traditional Finnish middle school. Thus, the final data comprised aforementioned 757 students.

Measures

The sport motivation scale: The contextual intrinsic, extrinsic, and amotivation were assessed using the Finnish version of the Sport Motivation Scale (SMS) (Pelletier et al., 1995). The SMS consisted of seven subscales, comprising three types of intrinsic motivation (intrinsic motivation to accomplish things, intrinsic motivation to know and intrinsic motivation to experience stimulation), three forms of extrinsic motivation (identified, introjected, and external regulation), and amotivation. Each dimension consisted of four items which were rated on a five-point Likert scale (1 = does not correspond at all ... 5 = correspond exactly). All 28 items of the SMS were used and each incorporated the individual item stem of “Why I’m currently participating in physical education?”, which reflects an overall or more generalized perception of PE. Subscale scores were calculated for amotivation, external regulation, introjected regulation, identified regulation, and intrinsic motivation. Previous studies have indicated that the Finnish version of SMS demonstrated satisfactory reliability and construct validity in studies including cohorts of 12 years old and 15 year-old students’ within PE context (e.g., Jaakkola et al., 2008; Kalaja et al., 2009). It should be recognized that the Sport Motivation Scale-2, which is the revised version of original SMS, has been published 2013 (Pelletier et al., 2013). However, we were not able to utilize it because it was published after we implemented last phase of our data collection.

Results

Descriptive statistics

The means and standard deviations of the repeated measures of the motivational regulations are shown in Table 1. On average, Finnish students were relatively motivated in PE. Intrinsic motivation ranged from 3.11 to 3.24, external regulations ranged from 2.60 to 3.46, and amotivation ranged from 1.85 to 2.43.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Intrinsic Motivation</th>
<th>Identified Regulation</th>
<th>Introjected Regulation</th>
<th>External Regulation</th>
<th>Amotivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.11 (.65)</td>
<td>2.90 (.66)</td>
<td>3.31 (.69)</td>
<td>2.60 (.73)</td>
<td>1.85 (.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (F)</td>
<td>3.23 (.77)</td>
<td>3.02 (.81)</td>
<td>3.26 (.84)</td>
<td>2.73 (.78)</td>
<td>2.15 (.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (S)</td>
<td>3.14 (.73)</td>
<td>3.05 (.77)</td>
<td>3.24 (.72)</td>
<td>2.82 (.75)</td>
<td>2.43 (.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (F)</td>
<td>3.17 (.72)</td>
<td>2.97 (.77)</td>
<td>3.29 (.72)</td>
<td>2.78 (.78)</td>
<td>2.22 (.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (S)</td>
<td>3.20 (.69)</td>
<td>3.04 (.75)</td>
<td>3.29 (.74)</td>
<td>2.89 (.75)</td>
<td>2.36 (.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 (F)</td>
<td>3.24 (.65)</td>
<td>3.09 (.71)</td>
<td>2.51 (.53)</td>
<td>2.88 (.72)</td>
<td>2.36 (.88)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All analyses were conducted using EQS for Windows 6.2 (Bentler and Wu, 1998). The following fit indices provided by EQS were used to examine the adequacy of the models: chi-square statistic, the normed fit index (NFI), the comparative fit index (CFI), and the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) and its confidence intervals. For NFI and CFI, values close to .95 are taken to reflect acceptable fit (Hu and Bentler, 1999). The RMSEA is based on the analysis of residuals and compensates for the effects of model complexity. For this index, values of close to .10 are taken to indicate acceptable fit (MacCallum, Browne and Sugawara, 1996). An ICC close to zero indicates that classroom membership has no or only minimal effect on the total variance. Coefficients of .05, .10, and .15 are to be considered as small, medium, and large values (Hox, 2002). Even small values warrant the use of multilevel LCMs an analysis strategy.
Table 2 shows the general trends of the growth trajectories of the five regulations. We compared linear, quadratic, and cubic curves. A statistically significant linear trajectory reflects a constant change (either increasing or decreasing) across time. A negative quadratic trend implies the rate of change of a trajectory that peaks, and then decline over the year-year period whereas the trend of a positive quadratic change is opposite. Finally, a positive cubic trajectory reflects a change in which a trajectory tends to peak first, then plateau, and finally increase over the year to year period. The fit indices of the estimated models indicated that the most suitable representation of the individual-level change (when ignoring the classroom effect) can be retrieved from cubic trajectories (intrinsically, identified, introjected, and external). For amotivation a negative quadratic trend best described the growth trajectory.

ICCs are presented in Table 3. ICCs reflect the proportion of the total variance that is explained by the individual differences and the differences between classes. All the ICCs ranged from 0.01 to 0.07, indicating that there were between-class variations with a small to medium effects. In other words, a large ICC indicated that a small to medium proportion of variation in motivational regulations is due to classroom membership. Since there were some levels of between-class variation, it was reasonable to proceed and estimate a multilevel LGM model in which both individual and between classes differences are estimated.

Finally, a Limited Information Multilevel LGM model was fitted for the five motivational regulations using the within-structure covariances and between-structure covariances simultaneously. Thus, the change of motivational regulations were estimated accounting for both individual and classroom variation. Table 4 presents the fit indices and parameter estimates. The study showed students’ intrinsic motivation (intercept = 2.21, slope = 0.07, quadratic = -0.04, cubic = 0.01) along with identified (intercept = 0.68, slope = 1.85, quadratic = -0.66, cubic = 0.07) and external regulation (intercept = 1.83, slope = 0.10, quadratic = -0.02, cubic = 0.00) to increase following a cubic curve trajectory. Although the cubic growth trajectory best described the development of intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation, the growth indicators (slope, quadratic, and cubic pieces) were not statistically significant. This suggested that the development of intrinsic motivation and extrinsic regulation were stable across time. The cubic curve for identified regulation was statistically significant and followed the trajectory; an increase during transition from elementary school to middle school, relatively stable levels across middle school, and increasing levels during end of the middle school. The change in students’ introjected regulation, on the contrary, was negative following a cubic trajectory (intercept = 2.33, slope = -0.19, quadratic = 0.14, cubic = -0.03). The slope of the introjected regulation was not statistically significant indicating stability across elementary and middle school years six and seven. However, the study showed declining levels of introjected regulation during last two measurement points. Finally, in amotivation, a negative quadratic trend best described the growth trajectory; amotivation increasing during the transition from elementary school to middle school, but declining across middle school years (intercept = 0.60, slope = 0.51, quadratic = -0.73).

The individual-level variance (intercept = 0.16, slope = 0.42, quadratic = 0.09, cubic = 0.01) showed that there were individual variation in the initial levels and growth of intrinsic. Between-level analyses showed that students’ intrinsic motivation did not vary between different classes (intercept = 0.14, slope = 0.12, quadratic = 0.02, cubic = 0.00). In identified and extrinsic regulation only the individual-level variance of the intercept was statistically significant (identified regulation - within-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year 6 (S)</th>
<th>Year 7 (F)</th>
<th>Year 7 (S)</th>
<th>Year 8 (F)</th>
<th>Year 8 (S)</th>
<th>Year 9 (F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic Motivation</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identified Regulation</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introjected Regulation</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Regulation</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amotivation</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
subject: intercept = 0.15, slope = 0.08, quadratic = 0.01, cubic = 0.00; between-subject: intercept = 0.16, slope = 0.06, quadratic = 0.00, cubic = 0.00) (extrinsic regulation - within-subject: intercept = 0.26, slope = 0.00, quadratic = 0.02, cubic = 0.01; between-subject: intercept = 0.16, slope = 0.16, quadratic = 0.03, cubic = 0.00). This showed that although at Grade 6 there were individual differences in the identified and extrinsic regulation, the change across time was similar between different students. The study also showed that in introjected regulation there were individual-level variance in intercept and slope components (within-subject: intercept = 0.48, slope = 0.29, quadratic = 0.02, cubic = 0.00; between-subject: intercept = 0.15, slope = 0.00, quadratic = 0.01, cubic = 0.00), indicating individual level differences both in the initial level and change across time. Finally, while there were individual-level variation in the intercept and slope in students’ amotivation (intercept = 0.43, slope = 0.12, quadratic = 0.09), there were no statistically significant between-level variation (intercept = 0.11, slope = 0.06, quadratic = 0.01). These findings indicated that student initial level and change varied but there were no differences between classes.

Discussion

The purpose of the current study was to examine the development of adolescents’ motivational regulations in PE.
Longitudinal changes in motivational regulations

across Grades 6 to 9. This study was to address shortcomings of the previous studies in examining the changes in adolescents’ PE motivation during the developmental period when school students’ intrinsic motivation, not only towards PE, but also towards academic school subjects have been reported to decline (see review by Wigfield et al., 2006). In addition, given the positive relationship between PE motivation and PA participation (Hagger et al., 2005), and that PA has been shown to be positively linked to physical and psychological health benefits (Strong et al., 2005), it is highly important to comprehend the changes that adolescents experience in their PE motivation.

The results of the study showed that Finnish middle school students were motivated in school PE. In addition, students’ quality of motivation varied students participating in mandatory PE due to both intrinsic and extrinsic reasons. Although the individual level (within-subject) results of the study showed that a cubic trajectory (changing trend, then plateauing trend, and finally changing trend again) best described the change in all motivational regulations but amotivation (best described by a quadratic trajectory), the class-level results (between-subject) showed that only the changes in identified and introjected regulation along with amotivation were statistically significant.

The study showed that students’ intrinsic motivation stayed at relatively high level through Grades 6 to 9. This finding contradicts with our hypothesis and previous studies that have shown intrinsic motivation to decline across middle school years (Ntoumanis et al., 2009). The findings of our study showed that there were moderate individual effects on students’ intercept, slope, quadratic, and cubic growth indicators. In other words, students had different levels of intrinsic motivation at Grade 6 and although their cubic change trajectory was not statistically significant, students’ intrinsic motivation developed at different rates. Interestingly, the between-level analysis showed that there was no statistically significant classroom effect on students’ intrinsic motivation. Taken together, these findings on the change of intrinsic motivation suggest that students are differently motivated in PE at the end of elementary school and the changes are relatively stable across time. The minor changes in the growth component variances indicated that the fluctuation in the change trajectories were due to individual effect and not due classroom effect. These findings indicate that: (a) teachers across different middle schools are providing equal motivational experiences in terms of intrinsic motivation or (b) the formation of intrinsic motivation is mostly individual that cannot be influenced by the teacher. Previous studies have shown that students’ intrinsic motivation can be manipulated by autonomy-supportive teaching strategies (Hagger and Chatzisarantis, 2012). In addition, cross-cultural comparisons have shown that Finnish PE students report higher perceptions of teacher autonomy-support compared to their peers in Great Britain, France and Hungary (Hagger et al., 2009). Therefore, it is possible that students’ constantly high levels of intrinsic motivation in PE are due to Finnish PE teacher autonomy-supportive teaching practices. A trend in identified regulation followed a positive cubic trajectory, in which students’ identified regulation increased across middle school transition from Grade 6 to 7, then declined during Grades 7 to 8, and finally increased during the last years of elementary school. In addition, the individual- and between-level variances showed moderate differences in students’ identified regulation at Grade 6 but no differences in the change components occurred. In other words, the positive changes in identified regulation were demonstrated in similar fashion across student population and the changes were not due to differences between students or classes. This finding contradicts with previous studies that have shown identified regulation to decline across middle school years (Ntoumanis et al., 2009). It is noticeable that in the Finnish school system, elementary school PE is taught by general teachers, whereas middle school PE is taught by a specialist PE teacher. It is possible that the specialist PE teachers compared to general teachers can better support students’ needs to be autonomous, competent and to feel social relatedness, and help students to understand the value of PE in their everyday life (Constantinides, 2007). However, SDT postulates that identified regulation is a form of extrinsic regulation, in which an individual has identified the values of activity (in this case PE), but participation is yet to be internalized to be fully intrinsic. The increase in identified motivation without statistically significant change in intrinsic motivation indicates that the process of internalization in Finnish PE students’ may not occurring during middle school years.

This study found that students’ introjected regulation declined during the middle school transition, increasing slightly during middle school and declining again during Grades 8 to 9. Although there was a moderate variance in the Grade 6 levels and slope component in students’ introjected regulation, there was no variation in other growth components or between PE classes. Deci and Ryan (2000) have operationalized introjected regulation as a regulation where an individual perceive behavior as externally regulated coming from external sources such as concerns about others’ approval. The findings of this study suggest that these social constraints become less important to the students in regards of the Finnish students’ engagement in PE. This is a highly interesting finding considering that previous studies have highlighted the importance of school peers in different contexts of adolescents’ life (Fuligni and Eccles, 1993). Similar findings have also been found studies conducted in Finnish PE and PA context (Yli-Piipari et al., 2011). The study of Yli-Piipari et al. (2011) showed that if peers valued PE, it related to their overall PA levels one year later. However, it is possible that when students get older and are with the same teacher and classmates longer, they are less concerned about the approval of others compared to earlier grade levels where they are just getting to know the teacher and peers. Alternatively, it may be that Grade 9 students are less concerned about the opinions around them. The non-significant variance during this declining period supports this conclusion showing that the decline is evident across the sample and it cannot be contributed to individual differences between students.

Although this study showed that students’ extrinsic
motivation developed following a positive cubic trend, the change was marginal and not statistically significant. The examination of within- and between-level variances indicated that although students differed in their extrinsic regulation at Grade 6, there were no developmental or class level differences. This finding supports the findings of Ntoumanis et al. (2009) that have showed extrinsic regulation to be stable across Greek middle school. SDT argues that extrinsically regulated individuals are participating in activity due external contingencies of reward or punishment (Deci and Ryan, 2000). When people perceive their environment controlled, they experience pressure to think, feel, or behave in particular ways. Although previous studies have shown Finnish PE students perceive their classroom climate less-controlling and more autonomy-supportive compared to their counterparts in the United States (Yli-Piipari, 2014), scholars have acknowledged the controlling nature of institutionalized schooling (Sun and Chen, 2010). Although school administrators, teachers, and regulations may increase students’ perception of control, the stable development and non-significant variation of external regulations indicate that students do not perceive this occurring during last grades of Finnish elementary school.

Finally, the study showed that students’ amotivation increased when students entered a middle school level, whereas their amotivation declined across the rest of middle school. This is an interesting finding that conflicts with the findings of Ntoumanis et al. (2009) that have shown amotivation to increase across middle school grades. Amotivation in PE may arise from different sources (Shen et al., 2010). It may be that amotivated individuals cannot perceive a relationship between their actions and subsequent outcomes of those actions (Pelletier et al., 2001). They may feel lacking causality and control of their actions and will thus invest little effort or energy in accomplishment of the actions (Ntoumanis et al., 2004). Alternatively, it has been suggested that insufficient academic values towards school subjects may lead to amotivation (Wigfield and Eccles, 2000). If students perceive their environment emphasizing negative values towards school it is most likely that students lack motivation towards all school subjects. However, non-significant class-level variance does not support this conclusion indicating that the demonstrated increase during middle school transition is due to individual reason than class membership, in other words the influence of PE teacher or peers.

The findings of this study did not demonstrate the process of “internalization” (Deci and Ryan, 2000) occurring during middle school. According to OIT, internalization take place if psychological environment satisfies one’s psychological needs to be autonomous, competent and to feel relatedness (Deci and Ryan, 2000). This study showed that students were intrinsically motivated, which implies that psychological environment of school PE was need supportive. However, the findings do not show that students’ motivation pattern transferred from extrinsic regulations to intrinsic. It might be so that PE once a week is not enough to facilitate the process internalization, and transform originally extrinsic motives into personally endorsed values.

Some limitations of the study require further scrutinizing. First, only 580 adolescents responded the questionnaires at Grade 6 (T0). These adolescents’ arrived from different school districts and, thus, they were not available during elementary school data collection. Although careful missing value analyses did not find any statistically significant differences between this subsample and target sample, it is possible that the subsample differed from the target sample at Grade 6. Second, although we found that a cubic trajectory was the best representation of the growth in all motivational regulations (the change in amotivation was quadratic), only the changes in identified (slope, quadratic, and cubic parts), introjected (cubic part), and amotivation were statistically significant. Based on the findings of this study, we suggest future research to investigate the change of motivational regulations over longer time period. For example, when students are in high school their regulations towards PA contexts may change because they are more capable to understand physical, psychological, and social importance of PA for themselves. Additionally, in future it would be interesting to analyse how students internalize regulations over time and during school transitions.

**Conclusion**

The results of this study showed that quality of motivation, that is motivational regulations in PE, developed differently during last three years of comprehensive school. Although most of the regulations were stable across Grades 6 to 9, students’ identified regulation increased. Whereas middle school transition accelerated the increase in identified regulation, it increased also student amotivation towards PE. The variance in the growth trajectories, however, indicates that identified regulation and amotivation may arise from the different sources. The study shows that the changes in adolescents’ identified regulation were not because of the class variation or individual effect; therefore it may be that the exposure of new specialist PE teachers, contrary to general teachers at elementary school level, may have an overall positive effect on students’ value structure across different classrooms. On the contrary, the study showed that the increase in amotivation was due to individual reasons. It may be that in a long term some adolescents get eliminated from goals and objectives of PE, but the study showed that changes in school, class, or PE teachers have no impact on this development. Finally, introjected regulation declined during last grades, suggesting that the effect of social determinants becomes less important in regards of the PE participation. The findings of this study provide information on the development of PE motivation across middle school years with some practical implications to the practitioners. The study showed that students have very individualized motivational profiles in PE. This finding suggests that PE teachers should differentiate teaching as much as possible, and the use versatile teaching methods to fulfill different students’ needs autonomy, competence, and relatedness through school years. Future studies are needed to examine whether these changes are
due to diminishing influence of parents or peers or may due to increases in identified regulation.
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